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Abstract 
The language LISP 1.5 is neither easy to write nor to read. In the McCarthy etal. definitive manual on LISP 1.5 a higher level language, 
MLISP, is used From the early 1960's various people have proposed higher level languages for LISP. Two types oflanguages may be 
distinguished: those based on a LISP programming style, but more readable, and those based on an Algol style. The language PLISP is 
a language in which it is attempted to reconcile the two approaches to high level languages for LISP. The notation is based on the Algol
style languages but is brief and adapted for terminal use. PLISP allows full access to all the LISP features in a consistent notation. In 
addition there are features that will appeal to the mathematically mature programmer: full infix notation for not only the assignment, 
arithmetic, and logical operators, but also for lists, sets, and chained relations. PLISP also has a consistent notation for the first order 
predicate logic and a variety of ways in which functions may be defined. Top-down program development is facilitated by the use ofan 
assertional language FEA which can be translated to PLISP for test-data generation. Furthermore a definite notation for function 
stubs is made available - the stubs yield values although the functions called have not been defined at that stage. 

I. Introduction: LISP 
" ... LISP is a formalism for describing algorithms, for writing pro
grams, and for proving properties of algorithms." 

John Allen, Anatomy of LISP/ lj 
The language LISP-acronym for LISt Processor - was defined in 
the early sixties. Many extensions and modifications to LISP have 
been proposed over the years, and there is currently no standard for 
LISP. The language is however, of such beautiful simplicity that a 
user can find his way quickly in most of the LISP dialect~. The 
power and elegance of LISP makes it an ideal tool for investigating 
algorithms on a variety of data structures. The basic LISP data 
type is the leaf-named binary tree - but general graphs may be 
represented as well. An example of a leaf-named binary tree, X, is: 

X=* 

·A 
X=il:I 

* ·A 

A I: I 
A B 

B 
or ((A).(A.B)) 

A LISP function is written in the form: 
(function argument ...... argument). The basic LISP Junctions 
are: 
CAR- mnemonically: Climb-Across-Right 

eg. (CAR (CAR X)) is A. 
CDR - mnemonically: Climb-Down-Right 

eg. (CDR(CDR X)) is B. 
CONS - inserts its arguments into a bi-pointer (i.e. bip) element. 

A bip is the computer equivalent of a node in a binary tree. 

QUOTE - used to refer to an item instead of the value of the item. 
E.g. the value of X is obtained by evaluating: 

(CONS (CONS (QUOTE A)())(CONS (QUOTE A) (QUOTE 
B))) 

The basic predicate functions are: 
ATOM - to test for elementary items, 
e.g. (ATOM (CAR X)) is false 

(ATOM (CAR (CAR X))) is true. 
If Y is not an ATOM then Y equals (CONS (CAR Y) 

(CDR Y)) 
EQ - tests its two arguments for identity. 
NULL tests the NIL ( or f) value. 

e.g. (NULL (CDR (CAR X))) is true. 
COND - The LISP equivalent of the IF statement is actually 

closer to a CASE construct 
The LISP language not only illustrates most of the issues of 
computer science, but also is extensively used in Artificial 
Intelligence and Symbol Manipulation systems. The work and 
research of Artificial Intelligence is usually either implemented in 
LISP, or in a LISP-based system, where the specialized A.I. 
language is translated to LISP and the programs executed by the 
LISP interpreter. 

2. The MLISP Languages 
The original definition of the language LISP 1.5 is contained in the 
LISP 1.5 Programmer's Manual by McCarthy et al [4]. There are 
however no standards for LISP and the implementations of the 
language contain either modifications or extensions and therefore 
define dialects of LISP. LISP is a language that is popular and im
portant in artificial intelligence and in symbol manipulation in spite 
of the communication difficulties caused by the existence of LISP 
dialects. 

The work reported here was done when the author was registered for a Ph.D. at the University of the Witwatersrand. 
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A more serious problem is caused by the LISP syntax. A LISP 
program is written in the form of a list so that programs and data 
have the same syntax: LISP is a high-level language in which pro
grams can be modified or even computed. The syntax of LISP is 
such that a LISP program is rather unreadable to a human. 
Consider the definition of the factorial function: 
(DEFN (QUOTE FACTORIAL) (QUOTE (LAMBDA (N) 
(COND ((EQUAL N 0)1) 
(T(TIMES (FACTORIAL (DIFFERENCE N 1))))))) 
The discerning reader may have noticed that the parentheses do not 
balance! A parenthesis balancing technique that has been imple
mented is the use of square brackets [ 4), a right square bracket 
closes all left parentheses up to and including a left square bracket 
The requirements that must be met to improve the readability of 
LISP are: 
1. Parentheses must be kept to a minimum. 
2. Clear distinctions between functions and arguments. 
3. A natural way of grouping and indenting statements 
4. Clear indication of control functions and blocks 
The need for a LISP-based language for human communication 
was realized from the beginning. A language called MLISP - for 
meta-LISP- is defined in the McCarthy manual. The rules of 
MLISP are few but the language never caught on. The MLISP 
form is easier to read than the original symbolic expression, but it 
hardly meets the three requirements for readability. Higher level 
languages for LISP followed one of two lines of development: On 
the one hand more verbose languages in the style of Algol have 
been proposed: Words like FOR, DO, WHILE, IF, THEN, 
ELSE are used for control structures. An early effort is the ALISP 
of Henneman [2]. A currently available language in Algol style is 
CUSP of Teitelman. The CUSP language is available in the 
Interlisp system [ 11],and is not only a high-level language for LISP 
but it also incorporates testing and pattern-matching features. The 
second line of development for high-level LISP languages follows 
on the MLISP initiative. The control structures are indicated 
symbolically rather than verbally, but a fair amount of verbiage 
may still occur. Two examples of these developments will suffice, 
one by McCarthy [,3], in Algol style, the other form a recently 
published book by Allen [ 1 J, in MLISP style. 
The function considered is the definition of the EQUAL function 
for LISP. The EQUAL function yields the value t (i.e. TRUE) if 
its two arguments have the same structure, and are identical at the 
lowest (atomic) level. 
1. McCarthy: Using at for ATOM, .l! for CAR,~ for CDR 

equal [x,y] - iLfil x 

2. Allen: 

:t.w:n. if at Y thm X eq y 
..cl&: F 

.clse. if .at y t.w:n F 
m .if.equal [ax, .a y] 

then. equal [ gx, . dy J 
.else F. 

equal [x;y] <=[atom [x] -
[ atom [y] - eq [ x;y]; t - f]; 

atom [y] - f; 
equal [ car [ xJ; car [y]] 

_, equal [cdr [x]; cdr [y]]; 
t - f] 

The readability of the above two should be compared to ~ 
PLISP example below: 

3. PLISP: Using ll' for ATOM,== for EQ, r for CAR, 'L for 
CDR 
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EQUAL (X;Y) - [?] 
? ll'(X) _, [?] 

? ll'(Y) _, X == Y; 
? T-+ ..l; 
?] 

? ll'(Y) - l.; 
? EQUAL ( r X; r Y) - EQUAL 

? T - ..l; 
?] 

3. A review of PLISP 

( L X; LY); 

The language called PLISP ( acronym for Publication/Program
ming LISP) was developed to facilitate communication in LISP. 
The improved communication is not only between man- and 
machine (programming) but also human communication of LISP 
programs (publication.) The symbols used in PLISP are available 
on any computer terminal that has APL facilities. The language 
PLISP has otherwise no connection with APL. The restriction of 
the symbols to the APL character set was suggested by noting the 
availability of the symbols to the user. 
The PLISP notation is as concise as possible, but a degree of re
dundancy has been built into the language. This is in accordance 
with Wirth's dictum [13] that languages may -
'Through their very conciseness and lack of redundancy elude our 
limited intellectual grasp'. 
The level of redundancy was found by experimenting with 
programs written in the various proto-PLISP languages that were 
designed. The test for acceptance was simple: at the stage where 
sufficient redundancy was added to make the 'pattern' - the 'lay
out' - of a program obvious to the user further additions were 
stopped. The use of indentation and comments form part of the 
modem techniques of programming, and are provided in PLISP. 
Moreover, facilities for topdown refinement and program deve
lopment are provided by provision for program assertions and func
tion stubs that can return values although the functions have not 
been dl;\fined. 
LISP is used in two areas: artificial intelligence and symbol mani
pulation, and the PLISP that is described in this paper has been de
vised for the symbol manipulating LISP languages. Extensions for 
the LISP dialects, e.g. QA4 [9] that have been developed for artifi
cial intelligence are being investigated. 
The more noticeable features of PLISP are 
1. A natural and readable notation for programming. The 

notation includes the commonly used infix operators, and 
clearly indicated control-block structures . 

2. The control-block structures that consist of more than one 
statement has each statement in the block clearly marked. 
These markers are used as prompts by the computer on a ter
minal system . 

3. The functional notatiqn used in programming has been ex
tended to allow for the notation§ that mathematicians use. 
Functions may be prefixed or postfixed to their arguments; 
functional composition is allowed, and a function may be the 
value of a calculation. The definition of finite functions are 
also allowed in an almost mathematical notation. 

4. Expressions in predicate logic are allowed and are translat-
able to programs. 

5. Data-constants of various types: sets, trees etc. 
The relation of PLISP to LISP is quite simple. The semantics of 
PLISP is given in terms of LISP by means of a simple Syntax 
Directed Translation Schema [7]. All the LISP functions are 



therefore available to the PUSP programmer. In, particular no 
general input and output functions are defined in l>I'.iSP since this 
will vary with the target USP dialect that may be used. 
Planned extensions for PUSP include: 
1. An incremental interactive compiler to Lyspe - a LISP 

dialect with proper VO and string manipulation features. 
2. Extensions to allow for: 

2.1 Features for artificial intelligence; 
2.2 Database facilities; 
2.3 Syntax directed input 

3. Program verification and testing based on the assertional 
language FEA [6]. 

All the features of PUSP cannot be discussed in this paper but 
enough constructs are described to give the reader a working know
ledge of PUSP. An example of a PUSP program is given in 
appendix A. and the reader may find it amusing to read through the 
example before he reads the description of the language - this will 
enable him to judge the extent to which PUSP succeeds in being 
not only a programming language but also a language for human 
communication. 
Some terminology has to be defined. The functions that are of type 
EXPR, or SUBR, ie. those that receive their arguments in eva
luated form are called the EA functions (Evaluated Argument). 
The functions that are invoked, and then may, or may not, evaluate 
theirargumentsarecalledNEA(Non-EvaluatedArgument)-func
tions. 
4. CoJttrol Blocks 
A control block is required whenever a number of statements are to 
be considered as a unit To facilitate interactive programming, and 
for the sake of consistency, the control blocks of PUSP are all 
written with the same basic syntax: control block header in which 
variables may be named for use in the block, the body consisting of 
one or more statements each preceded by the control block prompt 
( or marker), and the control block exit A prompt must be followed 
by a blank, a colon or a right square bracket 
Nested blocks may have additional identification on their prompts 
but this is not discussed in this paper. 
A PLISP session at the terminal is initiated by the PROGRAM
header: [ D cset-variablesJ followed by any number of statements 
which are evaluated immediately after input After evaluation the 
computer prompts the next statement by typing D. The end of a 
session is signalled by the program exit symbol: DJ. The cset
variables are only used for exclusively global variables: these 
variables may not be used as local variables. Values are assigned to 
them by means of the CSET function. The variables are initialized 
to the value ..L (NIL) at block-entry time. Most programmers will 
not make use of the CSET variables, but they are required for USP 
systems that make use of the APV AL-value of a variable. 
E.g. Typical translation: 
[DA ; BJ (PROGRAM (A;B) 
D: CSET ('A;S); (CSET (QUOTE A) 5) 
D: CSET ('B;Ao oA); (CSET(QUOTE B)(CONS A A)) 
D: DB; (PUTDATA B) 
~ ) 
The other control structures are: 
1. The CONDitional corresponding to the case statement 
2. The PROO corresponding to BEGIN ..... END. 
3. The REPEAT corresponding to various kinds of loops. 
Local variables may be named in each of the control structures. 
Such variables are relatively global to any contained bloc~ unless 
they have been named again; The local variables are always initial
ized: if)t block entry time there is a relatively global variable with 
the same name then the local variable is initialized to the global 
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value, otherwise the local variable is initialized to ~NIL). The 
values of the local variables are lost at exit from the block. 
The conditional, with its prompts, is of the form: 

[? local variables] 
? pl -+ el; 

? pn-+ en; 
?] 

E.g.[? A;B] 

which translates to: 

? 'A: = L B -+ r B; 
? LA-+ r LB; 
? T-+ B; 
?] 

(COND (A;B) ((SET (QUOTE A) (CDR B)) 
(CAR B)) ((CDR A)(CADR B)) (T B )) 

or, if the target USP does not allow local variables in a COND the 
translation is: ' 
(PROO (A;B) (COND ((SET (QUOTE A) ... 
If none of the pi have a non-nil value then the conditional is typical 
USP-language like, undefined ' 
The PROO, with its prompts, is written: 

[ w local variables J 
w statement; 

w statement; 
w] 

The statements of a PROO are evaluated from the first statement 
tothelaststatement(ie.fromalphatoomega). Thevalueofthelast 
statement is the value of the PROG - hence the mnemonic 
symbol w ( omega) used as the PROG symbol. Labels and a GO
function are .not defined in PLISP. If however they are really 
req~ed, the ~SP coding may be ~ in the PUSP program to 
achieve the desired effect LISP coding may be entered at any point 
by enclosing that coding in the special quotingbracket slash (/). 
The repeat (loop) construct must have an exitcase as one of its 
statements. The exitcase determines the value of the repeat, and 
replaces the COND with a RETURN of USP. Furthermore the 
exitcase acts like the COND in a PROO of USP: If noconditi~n of 
the exitcase is satisfied then the evaluation continues with the 
statement following the exitcase. 
A repeat block is written: 

[p local variables] 
p statement - 1; 

p statement -n; 
P [ e local variables] 

E pl -+ el; 

E pj -+ ej; 
e] 

p statement -a; 

p stat.ement -z; 
pJ 

Either or both of the sequences of statements 1-n or a-z may be 
empty. 



5. Infix Operators and Data-Types 
It is customary to assign a precedence among infix operators, for 
example a+ b X c is usually interpreted as a+ (bXc ). An operator 
furthermore is usually interpreted as being left associative, i.e. 
a+b+c is evaluated as (a+b)+c. In PLISP the operators are clas
sified as: 
LA - left associative eg. A+B+C is (A+B)+C 
RA - right associative e.g. A:=B:=C is A:=(B:=C) 
MLA - mutually LA e.g. A-B+C-D is ((A-B)+C)-D 
MRA - mutually RA e.g. ADo&CooD is Aoo(Bo(CuuD)) 
LAC - LA-chain e.g. A =B = C is (A= B) /\ (B = C) 
The operators and typical data constants are given in the table 
below. The entries have low precedence at the top to high 
precedence at the bottom. 

Inrtx Operators 

Operator Type Lisp-name Data constant e.g. 
DEFUN 

·= RA SET 
<= RA SETSTRING · · String const· · 
00 RA CONS 
0 RA CONC, APPEND IS-expression/ 
p RA PAIR 

RA NOT 
/\, V MLA AND,OR ..l is 'false' 
:) LA IMPLIES T is 'true' 
:)C LAC EQUIV 
<.>,= , 
r", c, C, 

MLAC EQ 
/ I, SUBSTRINGP 
C) SUBSETP 
ri,U MLA INTERSECTION, UNION 

LA SETCOMPL, relative 

* LA CARTESIAN {X predicate} 
2* RA POWERSET (X E S predicate) 
+,- MLA integer 
x+ MLA fixedpoint 
1 floating point 

LA CATENATE 
LA SUBSCRIPT 

=> LA INDIRECT addressing 
RA CDRASSOC -<::edge-named tree;?: 

6. Prefix, Infix, and Suffix Functions 
Three types offunction names may be used in PLISP. Firstly any 
LISP function may be used, secondly a number of standard LISP 
functions are represented by symbols, and finally the user can 
define his own functions (and operators). The defined functions 
may have any valid name, or the name may be formed from a 
prescribed set of symbols. The predefined function symbols are all 
used as prefix functions. If they take a single argument then that 
argument need not be enclosed in parentheses if the argument is an 
identifier. The predefined function symbols are: 

E.g. 
'A 

rB 
LC 

DE 
aF 

.lG 
rnH 

pA(I:J) 
pD(K;L) 

translates to: 
(QUOTE A) 
(CAR B) 
(CDR C) 
(PUTDATA E) 
(ATOM F) 
(NULLG) 
(EVALA H) 
(RPLACA I J) 
(RPLACD KL) 
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The function defming functions are: 
~ (fname genlambda) for EA functions 
~ (fname genlambda) for NEA functions 
6T (fname genlambda) for temporary EA functions 
Function calls may be specified in various ways. The first type of 
call symbolic function followed by identifier-argument - is 
given above. The most common type of function call is of 
course: function-name (arguments) L 
which is also given above. A number of other ways of invoking a 
function are also allowed, they are: 

1. Post-fixed function calls 
2. Compound function calls 
3. Calculated function calls 
4. Tabular function definition 
5. Generalized lambda functions 

In a post-fixed function call the arguments precede the function. In 
this case the arguments are enclosed in a special pair of brackets, 
i.e.: [(arguments)] function-name. 
A compound function call is the PLISP equivalent of the mathe
matical composition of functions. The form F(B(H ... ( M( args ) .. 
.) may be written as: [o F : G; H: ... ; Mo] (args) 
A function is represented by a lambda-expression in the LISP 
languages. A function name is used. by the EV AL-routine to 
establish the particular lambda-expression that defines the function . 
In LISP therefore a function - be it name or lambda-expression -
may be calculated. Since a calculation may be any form a special 
notation is needed to distinguish the calculated functions from 
other forms. A calculated-function call is therefore written in the 
form: 

[zexpressiorn] (args) 
A function is always defined, even if only implicitly ( in PLISP that 
is) in terms of a lambda-expression. A lambda expression is 
specifieq. by: [v proto-arguments] expression v]. The proto
arguments1to;!he identifiers that are used as local variables in the 
expression. Tnif :proto-arguments take on the values of the 
arguments on the systems a-list at function invocation. They are 
either simple identifiers, or are identifiers prefixed with an iota
symbol - the latter are called inhibited proto-arguments. The 
inhibited proto-arguments are not stacked but only modified on the 
systems a-list if an inhibited recursive function call is encountered 
at time of evaluation. An inhibited function call is · specified by 
prefixing the function name with an iota. This allows recursive 
functions to be evaluated wholly or partially iteratively. 
The tabular function definitions are used to define EA functions 
according to standard mathematical notation. An example suffices: 

ADDS: INTEGER * INTEGER - INTEGER 
[*01234 
*o-o 1234 
*I-12340 
*2-23401 
*3-34012 
*4-40123 *I 

Expressions in the first-order predicate logic are also interpreted as 
implicit lambda expressions. The functions corresponding to these 
expressions take only sets or integers as arguments. The expres
sions allowed are quantified formulae, and the first quantifier must 
be a restricted quantifier [8], which specifies the universe of 
discourse. The other quantifiers may be restricted or not depending 
on whether they refer to another or the previously specified 
universe. 



The unrestricted quantifiers are: 
(l\ XJ i.e. for all X 
[ V Y] for some Y 
[ Y 1 ZJ for one and only one Z 
The restricted quantifiers: 
for sets: [/\ XeSJ i.e. for all X of S 

[ V YeT] for some Y of T 
[ V l Ze U] for one and only one Z of U 

for integers: (/\ X < NJ for all X less than N, X =; 0 
[VY< M] for some Y less than M, Y 2::: 0 
r V 1 Z <Pl for one and only one Z less than P, Z 2::: 
0. 
E.g. [AX e SJ [/\ Y] [V W eT] P(XYW) /\ J 

In the above expression X and Y range over the same universe S 
and W ranges over the set T. The quantifier expression is translated 
to a lambda-expression with S and T as proto-arguments. In the 
body of the lambda expression, the X, Y and Ware defined as local 
variables. During execution of the function, X and Y will range 
over the set which is the argument corresJX)nding to S, and W over 
the set which is the argument corresJX)nding to T. 

7. Top-Down Development: 
Assertions and Stubs 
There are three requirements for top-down programming: the first 
is a language facility to enable the user to express overall, or top
level, program constructs. The second is a facility for defining 
program or function stubs: procedure calls to routines that are yet to 
be written. The third is a language facility to enable the pro
grammer to make statements or assertions about the program. 
Assertions may be used in PLISP programs in addition to 
comments. The body of the assertions are written in a language 
called FEA which has been described elsewhere [6J. The FEA
assertions are English-like statements in the predicate logic that 
can be translated to PLISP, and may be used as input to a program 
verifier. 
An assertion is written in the form: 

[ a local variables J 
a FEA assertion 

a FEA assertion 
a] 

Function stubs are calls to functions that have not yet been defined. 
The called function, until it is defined, usually does only some 
simple-minded thing like return a constant value or prints out a 
message e.g. 'FN AX3 CALLED'. The function stubs that are 
JX>Ssible in LISP languages can be much more JX)Werful since an 
identifier can have a value and also be defined as a function. The 
FNSTUB function then tests its function argument to see whether 
it has been defined as a function, if so FNSTUB calls that function; 
if the function of the functions tub has not yet been defined, then it 
must have a list of values as its value: The FNSTUB returns the 
CAR of the list as the value of the functionstub call, and sets the list 
of values to the CDR of the list. 
In PLISP a functionstub is written: 

[~ id: id; ... ; id/id: id; ... ; id/ ... J 
optional assertion 
function (rrguments) 
~1 

The - id: id; ... ; id- are declarations and may be used in any way by 
the programmer. For example, data types may be ,declared, or 
variables may be declared as global in the function to be defined. 
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Appendix A 
*** Definition of the AND function. Symbols used: ~ -

DEFNEA; 
* ~ - DEFEXPR; V - LAMBDA; ..l - NULL, NIL; T -

TRUE; rn - EV ALA; 
* I - Inhibitor, r- CAR;L - CDR;, - QUOTE. 
* AND is a NEA, LA function, and it is the PLISP equivalent of 
* the logical conjunctive. If it has no arguments then its vaiue is T. 
* If it has one argument then the value of that argument is 
* a list of items to be ANDed. Else its arguments are evaluated 
* from the left. *** 
.:ili"('AND '[VPAJ 
[?J ? ..lPA -T; 

? ..l(LPA)- ANDEA(rnPA:T); 
?]l\l) 
~ ('ANDEA '[V /PB; 1PC] *** Auxiliary Function*** 
[?J? ..lPB-T; 
? PC-[?]? [PB -ANDEA(LPB;PC); 

?T-..l; 
?J 

? T-[?]? rn(rPB)-1ANDEA(LPB;PC); 
?T-..l; 
?J 

?JV] 
*** alternative definition using iteration *** 
.:ili" (' AND '[VP A J 

[?]? ..lPA-T; 
? ..l(LPA)-[wJw'PA:=rnPA; 

w[p) p(1:J 1: ..lPA-T; 
1:-(LP A)- ..l; 
I: l 

p'PA:=LPA; 
pJ 

wJ; 
? T-[pJp[1:J 1: ..lPA-T; 

1:~(rn(rPA))-..l; 
i: I 

?JV]) 

p 'PA:=LPA: 
pJ 
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